Flight path optimization is designed for minimizing aircraft fuel consumption and the environmental impact around airports. This paper gives models, numerical methods and algorithms validating optimized aircraft flight paths and comparisons between methods are carried out. The OCP problem is transformed into new constrained equalities. This constitutes an original dynamic system extension where subsystems are linked to the original dynamics via algebraic coupling equations. A feedback control is used. We obtained two possible optimized flight path solutions. In particular, they favor fuel consumption saving (−34% to −20%). Two A320 Airbus practiced the two obtained solutions six times each. In-flight analysis of their FDR and experimental measurement on the ground showed a 5.7 dB reduction of noise. They also confirmed a fuel consumption reduction of −18% in comparison with ICAO empirical procedures. Differences between the theoretical and in-flight data are due to theoretical assumptions and the use of a rough model of fuel consumption. No incident of safety, comfort or extra workload of the pilots was observed. This optimized flight path validation could benefit both airlines and communities. These trajectories are more suitable for the air traffic management system and can be interfaced with the in-flight management system.
Introduction
Due to the increase of air traffic, both populations living near airports as well as the environment are impacted by commercial aircraft. This is considered to be one of the most concerning environmental issue affecting people and the physical environment [1, 2, 3] . This is because all types of procedures are not optimized but rather generic in nature, that new flight path development, associated to new aircraft design and engines, is a solution which should contribute to a decrease in aircraft environmental impact.
In this paper, we suggest optimization methods solving an optimal control problem "OCP" with instantaneous constraints, governed by a system of ordinary differential equations "ODE" [4, 5] , by four different numerical methods [6, 7, 8] . The cost function of this model describes aircraft noise and fuel consumption [9, 10] . The ODE depends on the flight dynamics of the aircraft and considers flight safety and stability requirements (constraints and extreme conditions). We give theoretical considerations and algorithms solving the ODE problem by the following numerical methods we have developed:
1. direct method [11, 12, 13, 14] : we reduce the OCP to a finite-dimensional nonlinear problem which is solved by a standard nonlinear programming solver; 2. indirect method [15, 16, 17, 14] using optimality conditions given by Pontryagin's principle, has been used; 3. Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman approach "HJB" [18, 19, 20] where the initial problem is transformed into new equalities-constraints as a viscosity problem. This is an original system extension where subsystems are linked to the dynamics via algebraic coupling equations. A feedback control method using dynamic programming has been developed for solving our complex problems by breaking it down into simpler subproblems. Then, we combine solutions to reach a global solution; 4. the Trust Region Sequential Quadratic Programming method [21, 24, 25] : this method is more suitable in the case of two aircraft. It has the potential to be generalized for air traffic. The main objective is to diagnosis and to control, in-flight and in real-time, flight paths taking into account the FMS (flight management system) and the AMS (airspace management system) updates.
An AMPL (A Modeling Language for Mathematical Programming) [26] , combined with NLP solver [27, 28, 29] , has been implemented for processing. We analyze the processing speed and algorithm efficiency and their ability to be interfaced with the in-flight management system respecting airspace system constraints. Comparisons are performed between direct, indirect and HJB methods stressing the computing times. This paper presents in the first two sections an introduction and the optimal control problem of aircraft dynamics associated with constraints, noise and fuel consumption models. For comparison, the third section gives the fourth applied resolution method. The last two sections show numerical results analysis followed by a conclusion.
Optimal Control Problem of aircraft dynamics

One aircraft problem
We present in this section a summary of the optimal control problem that will be solved and methods compared [12, 13] . The system of differential equations commonly employed in aircraft trajectory analysis is the following six-dimension system derived at the center of mass of the aircraft [12, 13, 30] :
where V, γ, χ, α and μ are respectively the speed, the angle of descent, the yaw angle, the angle of attack and the roll angle. (x, y, h) is the position of the aircraft. The variables T, D, L, m and g are respectively the engine thrust, the drag force, the lift force, the aircraft mass and the aircraft weight acceleration. ED can be written in the following matrix form: [31, 32] using a semi-empirical model of jet noise and fuel consumption [9, 33] . The cost function is expressed as:
The cost function can be written in the following integral function form:
J is the criterion to be optimized. Finding an optimal trajectory can be stated as an optimal control problem as follows (t 0 = 0):
IR n+m → IR n and C : IR n+m → IR q correspond respectively to the cost function (dynamic of the problem) and the constraints. The second equation gives the trajectory (a nonlinear system in IR n ). t f is fixed or kept free. We assume that the OCP has an optimal trajectory solution with an optimal cost.
Two-aircraft problem
The motion of each aircraft A i , i := 1, 2 is described in three dimensional: the [34] . Equations of movement, described by Nahayo et al. [25, 29] , are summarized as :
Variables A = I xx , B = I yy , C = I zz , E = I xz are the inertia moments. ρ is the air density, S is the aircraft reference area, l is the aircraft reference length,
is the complementary acceleration, (u w , v w , w w ) is the wind velocity, β mij is the yaw setting of the engine and α mij is the pitch setting of the engine.
are respectively attack angle, aerodynamic sideslip angle, inclination angle, the cup, the roll angle, the airspeed, the position vectors, the roll velocity, the pitch velocity, the yaw velocity and the aircraft mass.
Processing limit values Constraints
are respectively the altitude of the first and the second aircraft and Z G 12 the altitude separation. [38, 39] where X G 1 , X G 2 are horizontal positions of the first and the second aircraft and their separation distance. 
The horizontal separation
) keeps still between the position δ l0 and δ lf for the roll control, δ m0 and δ mf for the pitch control, δ n0 and δ nf for the yaw control and δ xo and δ xf for the thrust.
The mass m i of the aircraft
This constraint results in energy consumption of the aircraft [36] . Constraints can be expressed as:
Combining aircraft dynamic equations, objective functions (noise and fuel consumption), and taking into account aircraft constraints, we obtain the following two-aircraft optimal control problem:
where g 12 shows the coupling function.
Applied resolution methods
In this paper, we have applied different approaches solving the OCP problems: direct, indirect, and dynamic approaches [40, 41] . The direct method discretized the OCP for obtaining a finite-dimensional parameter optimization problem and solving the resulting nonlinear programming problem [11, 42, 43] . It is well appropriated because of the domain of convergence and the efficient handling of constraints and the defined limits. It is opposed to the indirect approach based on Pontryagin's principle [44] based on the assessment of variations requiring solutions of two-point boundary values problem. It provides a very fast computing times, in particular, in the vicinity of the optimal solution. Inequality constraints are carried out by Pontryagin's maximum principle. Another way can be suggested avoiding problems of constraints handling by transforming adequately the OCP in a new unconstrained OCP formulation that can be solved by a standard unconstrained numerical methods. Because of this change, a new unconstrained OCP is obtained having the same system dimension with new states and variables. The third method is based on the dynamic programming method [40] than can be used to find the optimal state, costate and the control variables which is focusing on the optimal function value [45] . Dynamic programming is a method for solving complex problems by breaking them down into simpler subproblems. To solve a given problem, it solves different parts of the problem called subproblems, then combines solutions of the subproblems to reach a global solution. Because of subproblems are generally the same, it seeks to solve each subproblem only once reducing the number of the total computations, in particular when subproblem number is exponentially large.
The first-order partial differential equation is derived using the HamiltonJacobi-Bellman equation which uses the principle of Optimality of bellman. The optimal value of the control vectors depending on the the date, the state and the parameters of the control problems is obtained. This way is called the feedback or the closed-loop form of the control. The Open-loop, where the form of the optimal control vector ca be obtained by the necessary conditions of optimal control theory can be used. The optimal value of the control vector can be obtained as a function of the independent variable time, the different used parameters and initial/final conditions of the cost function and the state vector. The optimal solution can be given for any period and for any possible state.
Indirect method
We set H :
where λ, μ are the multiplicators associated to the constraints and p is the costate vector.
We describe now the optimality conditions (OC) for the (OCP ) problem:
In this paper, we have used the interior point method [46] discretizing the optimality conditions of the system. The method which solved the (OC) problem is described below. We explain the transformation of the (OC) problem into a sequence of problems. We also show that the solution of the optimality conditions is a solution of the (OCP ) problem: discretization used an Euler scheme [42] and the resolution the Newton method. By perturbing the last two equations (the complementary conditions) by a positive parameter ε we obtain the following system:
The previous system can be interpreted as the optimality conditions for the following problem:
where ε is the barrier logarithmic of (P ε ), defined by:
To solve (OC), we have to solve a sequence of problems (OC ε ) by tending ε to zero. When ε decreases to 0, the solution of optimal conditions (OC ε ) is a solution of (OC). A sequence of N ε problems (tending ε to zero) has been initialized by centering the state and the control. Then, we initialize the Lagrange multiplicators.
Direct method
To solve (OC) problems, many methods exist in the open literature [11, 47, 48, 49] . In this section, we have used a direct optimal control technique. We discretize the control and the state for reducing the dimension of the optimal control problem. Then, we solve the resulting nonlinear programming problem using a standard NLP solver. The paragraph below gives discretization steps which used Euler scheme where the continuous set of the obtained equations is replaced by a discretized control problem which is solved thereafter.
To solve (OC), we have used in this section a direct optimal control technique. We discretize the control and the state for reducing the dimension of the optimal control problem. Then, we solve the resulting nonlinear programming problem using a standard NLP solver. We use an equidistant discretization of the time interval.
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman method JHB
Two approaches to dynamic optimization exist: the Pontryagin approach which is Hamiltonian and the Bellman approach [40, 41] . Dynamic programming method solves a complex problem by dividing it into simpler subproblems solving different parts of the problem reducing the processing steps in particular for large dimensions. The global solution is reached by combining solutions of the subproblems. When used, the method is faster compared to other methods. On the one hand, the candidate solution, confirmed by Weierstrauss theorem, is an element of a set of possible solutions for the given problem. Usually, it could not be the best solution of the considered problem. It is the solution satisfying constraints. On the other hand the solution must belong the feasible region. The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, calculating the optimum, are met. We assume that the cost function is twice differentiable. By controlling the Hessian matrix in the transformed unconstrained problem, we can easily distinguish maxima and minima from stationary points. Dynamic methods approximate continuous systems to discrete systems leading to recurrence relations making easier the processing. One approach that should be considered as alternative transforms the OCP system to a non-linear partial differential equations called the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation [50] . The state equation can be written as:
It minimizes:
For a performed acceptable state for all t ≤ t f , we can assess controls minimizing the cost function J. This minimum can be written as:
Application of the optimality principle gives:
We expressed the cost function versus the minimum cost function for the interval t + Δt ≤ τ ≤ t f where initial state is z(t + Δt). The Taylor series development of J * gives:
Discrete approximations of the given continuous OCP problem are established and solutions obtained using recurrence relations. The major assumption are: the state and the control variables are constrained, the final time t f is fixed and z(t f ) is free. The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation is then solved by approximation taking into account the form of the convection-diffusion equation developed by Cheng and Wang [51] .
TRSQP method
The Trust Region Sequential Quadratic Programming method T RSQP is particulary applied for the two-aircraft problem. This is an optimal control problem with instantaneous constraints solved by a given TRSQP of the open literature [21, 22, 23, 24, 25] :
where the expressions Ξ and Γ are the sets of equality and inequality indices. The Lagrangian of the system is defined by the function
where the vector λ is the Lagrange multiplier and b(ẏ, x) = y − f (x) = 0. Considering the feasible points, we transforms the system into a quadratic problem. The mathematical formulation of sub-problems obtained at the k-th step Δx k is the following:
is the Hessian matrix of Lagrangian L and K G12 (x k ) the quadratic model. The estimation of gradients is calculated by finite differences or the calculation of the adjoint systems for problems with many parameters and finally by the sensitivity analysis. Its convergence is quadratic if the first iterate is close to a solutionỹ satisfying the sufficient optimality conditions [52, 23, 21] . This algorithm above must be transformed because the two-Aircraft problem is nonconvex. For improving the robustness and global convergence behavior of this SQP algorithm, it must be added with the trust radius of this form:
where D is uniformly bounded. So, the trust-region constraint is restated as −Δe ≤ Dx ≤ Δe, e = (1, 1, 1, ..., 1) T . If p = 2, one has the quadratic constraint Δx
In the following, we develop the convergence theory for any choice of p just to show the equivalence between the ||.|| p and ||.|| 2 . Components of the step are controlled by the trust region. The two-aircraft problem takes the following form:
KNITRO and SNOPT are used to solve de previous problem. we used the feasibility perturbed SQP in which all iterates x k are feasible and the merit function is the cost function. The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions are obtained by considering that J, n functions of C 1 class andx a solution of the problem which satisfies a constraints qualification condition. So, there exists λ * such that:
For the necessary optimality conditions of second order [21] , takingx as a local solution and satisfying a qualification condition, then there exist multipliers (λ * ) such that the KKT conditions are verified . For the sufficient optimality conditions of second order [52, 21] , suppose that there exists (λ * ) which satisfy the KKT conditions and such that ∇
Sox is a local minimum of the problem. Assume that for a given SQP step Δx k and its perturbationΔx k , the ratio to predict decrease is
We have used the two-aircraft acoustic optimal TRSQP algorithm and its characteristics given by Nahayo et al. [25] .
Numerical results and analysis
AMPL language programming and the KNITRO solver [24, 25] are used to solve numerical problems. We have used the call-by-need mechanism which memorized automatically the result of the cost function in order to speed up call-by-name evaluation. Analysis of ε has been performed between 1.28e − 05 and 1. Feasible error varies between 2.1e-07 and 5.6e-12. This is because optimization model, in particular the cost function, does not integrate all nonpropulsive noise sources and because of optimization model makes noise reduction possible. The flight rate descent is varying between 900 and 1100 ft/mn which is close to the one recommended by ICAO (1000 ft/mn). Two possible solutions for flight path are obtained:
1. The soft one-segment approach puts the aircraft in an appropriate envelope with margins for wind uncertainties and errors. There is no question of vortex separation and problems of intercepting a false glide-slope, given that it must be intercepted from above. With autopilot or flight director coupling, this approach would be acceptable for use in regular air carrier service. Comparison between the fourth methods applied to our optimal control problem, confirms that the feasible errors are between e − 07 and e − 09. Compared to the direct and indirect methods, HJB and TRSQP methods are characterized by their fast computing times and their efficiency. The obtained two trajectories could be accepted into the airline community for a number of reasons of which operational effectiveness and environmental impact reduction. It should be remembered that for the two possible solutions aircraft finesse is bang-bang for both aircraft.
Theoretically, fuel consumption is reduced by a rate varying between 20% and 34%. Three A320 Airbus carried out six times the two approaches on the Borispold airport. Analysis of the Flight Data Recorders have been performed; data are analyzed and compared. Approaches were carried out in the same atmospheric conditions and without passengers on board, but with two different crews. Measurement of noise on the ground confirmed a significant reduction of perceived noise around the airport. 5.7 dB reduction are obtained. Indeed, data confirmed that fuel consumption is reduced by −18%. We developed a numerical solution for an optimal control problem in the case of two-aircraft on approach. Theoretical considerations and practices of the feasible TRSQP algorithm are used for the establishment of a non-linear program, implementing the considered problem. The algorithm minimizes a sequence of merit function using a sub-problem of the quadratic problem at each step for all active constraints to generate a search trust direction for all primal and dual variables. An optimal solution to the discretized problem is found through a local convergence. Results show a reduction of noise during the approach of the two-aircraft. The obtained trajectories exhibit optimal characteristics. Some added conditions are necessary to prove the global convergence of the considered algorithm. Further research is needed to complete the problem processing. We suggest one optimal trajectory for all the landing aircraft, although it may not necessarily be the optimal one for each aircraft.
Conclusion
This paper qualifies the best applied numerical methods for solving commercial aircraft trajectory optimization models taking into account noise sources, fuel consumption, constraints and extreme limits. We described detailed theoretical considerations and algorithms solving the obtained OCP. We have used the call-by-need mechanism which automatically memorized the result of the cost function in order to speed up call-by-name evaluation.
The flight rate descent is varying between 900 and 1100 ft/mn which is close to the one recommended by ICAO and practices by pilots. Two possible optimized solutions for flight paths are obtained: 1. The soft one-segment approach which puts the aircraft in an appropriate envelope with margins for wind uncertainties and errors. Comparison between the four methods applied to this optimal control problem confirms that the feasible errors are weak and speed processing can be largely increased. 2. The second possible optimized flight path solution is the Shortest and Fastest Continuous Descent Approach (SF-CDA) which is able to reduce commercial aircraft annoyances and fuel consumption. It is a two-segment approach reducing aircraft environmental impact. Results show that this solution is well appropriated for aircraft trajectory optimization problems and could be easily implemented. This solution can be better interfaced with the in-flight management system respecting airspace system regulations. Further research is needed to consider non-propulsive sources and air traffic constraints.
The obtained two trajectories could be accepted into the airline community for a number of reasons including which operational effectiveness and environmental impact reduction. It should be remembered that for the two possible optimized solutions aircraft finesse is bang-bang for both aircraft. There is no question of vortex separation or problems of intercepting a false glide-slope, given that it must be intercepted from above. With autopilot or flight director coupling, this approach would be acceptable for use in regular air carrier services.
Theoretically, fuel consumption is reduced by a rate varying between 20% and 34%. Three A320 Airbus carried out the two approaches six times each at Borispold airport and on flight simulator. Analysis of the Flight Data Recorders have been performed and compared to theoretical findings. Approaches were carried out in the same atmospheric conditions and without passengers on board, but with two different crews. Measurement of noise on the ground confirmed a significant reduction of perceived noise around the airport. A 5.7 dB reduction was reached. In fact, in-flight data confirmed that fuel consumption is reduced by −18%. Difference between theoretical and in-flight fuel savings is due to the assumptions of theoretical model of flight dynamics and the use of a rough model of fuel consumption. The observed optimized flight paths showed that they can be practiced almost automatically from 13000 ft to the touchdown point on the runaway. No incident of safety, comfort or extra workload of the pilots was observed.
The model has been validated for two aircraft. Its application for air traffic has been facilitated by the approach we adopted. The use of parallel processors, available nowadays, makes it certainly possible to reach the announced results. The presented method is robust, effective and validated. Another main point which deserves discussion is related to the population densities over-flown during the application of the suggested approach. If this approach towards an airport has to be performed above heavily populated zones, it seems obvious that the practice of these two flight paths would pose a problem. It becomes essential to supplement this work by taking into account of suitable population model. That will have to be done for each airport because the pattern of the ground occupation is different in each country and between one airport to another.
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